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Island Spirit
Find your inspiration this summer with Hawaiian Airlines.
By Whitney Butler | All photos used with permission.

T

his summer’s runway features romantic florals, including
unmistakable Hawaiian-inspired prints, appearing in
everything from sundresses to home decor. And now,
getting inspired by the beauty of these tropical paradises is easier
than ever, as island seekers discover the fastest way to paradise is also
the best way to fly.
Hawaiian Airlines, Hawaii’s largest and longest-serving airline,
currently offers daily nonstop flights between San Diego and
Honolulu. And with more than 170 daily flights between the nine
islands, it’s now the most convenient way to experience more while
on vacation. Whether discovering hidden waterfalls in Kauai or
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shopping at five-star boutiques in Waikiki, this tropical destination
has something to offer everyone.
“Ultimately, what makes Hawaii special and different from other
beach destinations is our rich culture, history and the spirit of aloha,
all of which are experienced by our guests the moment they come
into our care,” said Avi Mannis, vice president of marketing. “The
unparalleled diversity of our islands, from city to farm, from beach
to rainforest to snow-capped mountain—means there is an amazing
range of experiences available to visitors.”
Aside from its natural grandeur, Hawaii offers an abundance
of opportunities to recharge both the mind and body. Hawaiian
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Airlines recently introduced several improvements that let the
passengers dive into the island experience, allowing them to relax,
unwind and recharge before ever leaving the runway.
Authentic Hawaiian hospitality means warm, friendly service and
the welcoming traditions of the islands. From the moment passengers
step aboard Hawaiian Airlines’ new twin-aisle, wide body Airbus
A330 aircraft, every detail speaks to the best of the island experience,
including complimentary meals for all guests that highlight locally
sourced fare, specifically designed by famed Hawaiian Chef Chai
Chaowasaree. Enjoy a complimentary glass of wine with dinner
in the main cabin or personal inflight entertainment conveniently
located in every seat back. “It is the kind of hospitality you expect
from Hawaii,” Mannis said.
Consistently ranked the number one U.S. airline serving Hawaii,
Hawaiian Airlines lets passengers relax and unwind knowing their
travel accommodations boast consistent flight times and responsible
baggage service. It’s just one more reason to catch the aloha spirit, get
inspired and discover what the islands have in store for you today.
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